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Minimizing Video System Latency in 

FACE
™

 Conformant Systems 

INTRODUCTION 
Advances in Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) technologies are allowing developers and system integrators to reduce 

the size, weight, power, and cost of their products. This improvement in efficiency is enabled by GPUs that do more 

than just render symbols. Today’s GPUs also decompress MPEG video, allowing input of raw video. Treating these 

inputs as automatically updating textures, the GPU can manipulate them as if it is just another graphical resource. Mod-

ern GPUs also allow the compression of output video for systems like video recorders, as well as the video simply be-

ing sent to a display surface. 

 

The increasingly complex integration of more functions into the GPU has presented new opportunities. One challenge 

that exists in systems is preserving the low latency requirements of mission critical systems in aerospace platforms. 

The synchronization of “foreground” symbology with “background” sensor imagery is critical. Large system latencies 

(>100 milliseconds) between symbology and sensor video for aircraft can compromise mission system accuracies as 

well as endanger both crew and bystanders. 

 

In 2012, the Future Airborne Capability Environment (FACE) consortium standardized which Application Programming 

Interfaces (APIs) would be used for graphics processing as part of the FACE Technical Standard Version 2.0. This 

milestone launched efforts by the aerospace industry to develop software components conforming to the APIs defined 

by the FACE Technical Standard. CoreAVI is one of those companies, delivering a “paired” OpenGL® and EGL™ 

graphics driver aligned with the evolving FACE Technical Standards. These products have increased the breadth of 

applications that use this combined OpenGL/EGL software component and have allowed GPU-centric systems to en-

compass many of the functional requirements needed by industry;  requirements that are not called out by the FACE 

Technical Standard, nor by the Khronos Group’s graphical standards referenced by the FACE Technical Standard. 

CoreAVI’s ability to invest in these products reflects the industry’s consensus that the standards referenced by the 

FACE Technical Standard for graphical processing are sufficiently mature and reusable for system integrators and plat-

form developers. 

 

CoreAVI believes that our solutions meet all goals of balancing high levels of GPU integration and functionality, use of 

industry-wide standards (OpenGL and EGL), and low system latency. This paper outlines the details associated with 

technologies that optimize performance while building upon the standardization efforts documented by the FACE   

Technical Standard that promote modularity, portability, reusability for a convergence of standardized graphical pro-

cessing APIs. 
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DISPLAY MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
The specification of Display Management Services (DMS) in the FACE Technical Standard v3.0 defines a standard inter-

face to control the merging of external/background video with symbology – oftentimes referred to as “video compositing”. 

The DMS encourages the use of a compositing architecture using both software compositing and hardware compositing

[1]. Newer systems are no longer required to relegate the symbology/sensor-video merge function to a Field Program-

mable Gate Array (FPGA); they allow the GPU (and its associated driver) to do almost everything. The use of FPGAs 

perform merging is referred to as “hardware compositing”. To enable software compositing, the EGL_EXT_bind_to_front 

and EGL_EXT_compositor extensions were published to the Khronos EGL extension registry, the first allowing compo-

siting within the same virtual memory address space and the second allowing compositing across address spaces using 

a non-blocking API (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1: GPU-Based Software Compositor Video Architecture 

Software-based compositing can be used to reduce GPU rendering time and display latency by integrating functions that 

were previously somewhat disparate. GPU accelerated software compositing can reduce the time required for the CPU 

to generate symbology while reducing the symbology latency. The close coordination of background video processing 

(through software-based compositing) holds the potential of reducing CPU and GPU processing. The following technolo-

gy demonstration showed a CPU reduction of 66% and a GPU reduction of 50%. CoreAVI has validated these numbers 

in technology demonstrations by using a compositing approach that employed a single address space using EGL Pbuff-

ers render to texture capability. No ancillary extensions were required. 
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This technology demonstration used a 60 Hz input video initially captured by an FPGA. The FPGA transferred the re-

sulting full frame of video to the GPU’s video memory (via a PCIe
®
 bus). The GPU merged the background video 

frame with foreground symbology (overlays) and then displayed the resulting composite image on a display. The data 

used to drive symbology content (and updates) was received over a network with an update rate of 20 Hz 

(representing traditional MIL-STD-1553B or Gigabit Ethernet systems). The technology demonstration’s primary focus 

required that the GPU refresh the cockpit display at a rate of 60 Hz. 

 

Another requirement was that no external sensor video frame be “dropped”. In a “direct” rendering solution, this ap-

proach would result in a system that required the background video and all symbology to be rendered within a 16.6 

millisecond time frame. Such an approach unduly burdened both the CPU and the GPU (especially when high levels 

of symbology renderings are required). On the other hand, a “composited” rendering solution introduced a single 

thread running at 60 Hz, which takes the background video as a texture and the latest available pre-rendered symbol-

ogy from the GPU and overlays it at a 60 Hz rate. A second thread running at 20 Hz would render the symbology and 

make it available to the 60 Hz thread when it finished. This supports a critical system requirement of allowing the sym-

bology content to be updated at a different rate (20 Hz) than the fixed background video rate. The addition of a sec-

ond GPU rendering “context” was found to have no adverse impacts on the system, and it achieved significant power 

and throughput savings for both the CPU and GPU. With this approach, the symbology was updated as soon as new 

data was available from the network. The 60 Hz compositing thread for background video rendered the background 

video’s updates without delaying the output waiting for symbology or dropping any frames.  

Figure 2: Management of Background Video and Symbology at Different Rates 
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MULTIPLE THREAD, PARTITIONED ADDRESS SPACE, AND COMPOSITING 

CoreAVI has observed industries using video compositing systems with both multi-threads and non-homogeneous 

address spaces. With the publication of the FACE Technical Standard v3.0 and the EGL_EXT_compositor extension, 

the need for multi-threaded and multi-address space aware drivers became apparent. EGL_EXT_compositor allows 

for employing multiple address spaces to do video compositing, resulting in the requirement that the GPU driver be 

able to support execution from multiple address spaces. 

 

At the same time, the EGL_EXT_bind_to_front extension, which allows double buffering of Pbuffers within a single 

address space, lead to a requirement to support the execution of multiple graphical rendering threads within a single 

address space. These requirements are fully embodied within CoreAVI GPU drivers that are both thread and address 

space “aware”. The extensions provide the capability for off-screen asynchronous updates while ensuring secure 

graphical information data flows. They also define the compositor application such that it can prevent other applica-

tions from rendering to the display without going through the compositor. 

 

The role of the compositor in the system includes the ability to enable management and control of GPU resource allo-

cation for all the applications using the GPU. The compositor extension supports the minimization of application port-

ing efforts by enabling composition of multiple windows within a multi-partition or hypervisor-based graphics system. 

The off-screen applications can be written without the need to manage the display or have fixed rendering surface 

sizes as these are set by the compositor, making these applications highly portable. 

 

VIDEO PIPELINE LATENCY 
Avionics systems have been merging background video with foreground symbology for decades.  To achieve low la-

tency requirements for these deployed systems, these Augmented Reality (AR)–like products have been developed 

with proprietary interfaces and architectures. These systems have met mission requirements but have failed to pro-

duce solutions that are modular, reusable, or portable. The commercial industry has only recently come to the realiza-

tion that video system latency is a significant issue that must be solved. Commercial solutions are still evolving. In avi-

onics, GPU driver providers (like CoreAVI) have been working to satisfy a wide swath of customer needs by minimiz-

ing video pipeline latency. 

 

Some of CoreAVI’s optimizations to address the Video Pipeline Latency problem—made possible by building a reusa-

ble GPU driver product—are detailed here. 

 

OVERALL VIDEO SYSTEM LATENCY 

For mission critical systems, the overall system latency is often calculated from the time the first pixel of information is 

sent from the sensor to the time when that same pixel is rendered on a display. The components of this system laten-

cy calculation consist of the following elements:  
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1. Sensor Video Network/Interface Delays  

2. Capture/Conversion Logic (outside the GPU) Delays 

3. External Capture/Conversion Circuitry Video Decompression (if used) 

4. Frame/Line/Pixel Transfer to GPU local RAM  

5. Time until GPU reads the image and begins processing 

6. Time GPU spends processing the image and combining with symbology 

7. Time to transfer complete frame from GPU to output signal conversion element 

8. Time to convert from GPU output signal to desired output signal type 

9. Time to send image to the display over the desired output signal type 

10. Time until the display displays the frame 

 

Items 1 through 4 and items 8 through 10 are beyond the control of software and, for the most part, contribute very 

little (1 or 2 microseconds) to overall video system latency. 

 

Using a flexible video compositing approach (as discussed previously) provides a method to minimize items 5, 6, and 

7 in the video system latency calculation. The GPU driver can work with custom video input transfer circuits to reduce 

any time associated with the GPU reading of the image. CoreAVI’s GPU drivers allow for the timing of external video 

processing (scale, rotate, translate, zoom, window, etc.) to be done in a just in time fashion, preserving external video 

freshness. The GPU drivers can be configured to assure no frame drops. 

 

Studies of AR system latencies[2] show that the main delays introduced within the video pipeline are directly correlat-

ed to the time it takes to transfer an image between a source and destination. This is because when relying on a 

standard video interface system the rate at which an entire frame is sent is based on the display update rate. For ex-

ample, a display with a 60 Hz update rate will take 16.6 milliseconds to transfer a single frame (independent of the 

resolution), while a display with a 30 Hz update rate will take 33.3 milliseconds to transfer the same frame. This time 

is constant in a video pipeline when using standard video interfaces. For such an approach, one frame time 

(16.6ms/33.3ms) is expected for the transfer of an image from a camera source to a video compositing engine (GPU 

or FPGA), while another frame time (16.6ms/33.3ms) is taken to clock out the composited video to the destination. 

This means a minimum of two frame times are required to read a frame and send it to the display. These standard 

video interfaces such as DisplayPort™, HDMI, SMPTE, and NTSC can be grouped together as constant frame time 

video interfaces, since they take a constant amount of time to transfer one frame of video based on the frame refresh 

rate.   

 

ENHANCED VIDEO CAPTURE 

In some systems, the video latency caused by the video capture can be reduced by using custom logic to do pixel-by-

pixel or line-by-line merging of the incoming video with the output from GPUs. This, however, requires that the input 

video clock and the GPU display clocks be synchronized. In these cases, a single pixel or line comes from the camera 

and then custom hardware processes or buffers that line of video and sends its out with minimal delay. This approach 

solves the problem by allowing the FPGA to immediately utilize the output of the GPU. This requires that the video 

frame be a true “pass-through” video. It also requires custom hardware to develop close synchronization with the in-

coming video.  
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However, this high degree of synchronization requires that the GPU allow itself to be synchronized with an external 

clock source, a feature lacking in most Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) GPUs.   

 

To get around hardware-specific implementation, CoreAVI offers GPU drivers that support the ability for any external 

video capture device to provide video frames to the GPU as raw frame data providing a defined interface. This inter-

face can be set up in a non-blocking fashion, to achieve minimal latency for items 4 and 5. Item 4 is minimized by al-

lowing the capture device to write to GPU memory at bus speeds as opposed to over a frame time constant interface. 

Item 5 is minimized to close to zero by reading the current input video frame pointer immediately before the GPU 

reads the frame data.  

 

ALTERNATIVE VIDEO OUTPUT 

Like most GPU driver providers, CoreAVI has offered software products for years that support the output of video over 

a GPU’s standard display interfaces (DisplayPort, TMDS) for transference of video data to a display. Most recently, an 

additional software control interface was added to allow the GPU to provide video frames to another device (over 

PCIe) at system data transfer rates, as opposed to video frame rates. This interface allows the GPU to output video 

directly to a video transmitter frame buffer, or the video transmitter can access the GPU’s memory directly. This pro-

cess minimizes item 7 of the video pipeline. 

 

VIDEO LATENCY AND SAFETY CRITICAL SYSTEM SOLUTION 

Solving the video latency problems in systems must also be done in an environment where more and more defense 

platforms are complying with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)/European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) 

like standards for safety criticality. In 2017, CoreAVI announced an industry first, an OpenGL and EGL GPU driver 

supporting the EGL_EXT_compositor and EGL_EXT_bind_to_front extensions aligned to the FACE Technical Stand-

ard. These drivers provide safety critical graphics capabilities up to the most stringent certifiability levels including 

FAA/EASA Design Assurance Level (DAL) A. These drivers support most Real Time Operating Systems (RTOSs) 

used in avionics and have FAA/EASA DAL A safety certification evidence available. GPU drivers including the 

EGL_EXT_compositor extension not only facilitate complex video merging as well as blended graphics and video win-

dowing but can also be used to support mixed levels of safety certification among various independent partitions 

drawing to the same display. These drivers are an ideal choice for high reliability and safety critical single-core and 

multicore display systems.  
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FACE ALIGNMENT/CONFORMANCE 
To get around hardware-specific implementation, CoreAVI offers GPU drivers that support the ability for any external 

video capture device to provide video frames to the GPU as raw frame data providing a defined interface. This inter-

face can be set up in a non-blocking fashion, to achieve minimal latency for items 4 and 5. Item 4 is minimized by al-

lowing the capture device to write to GPU memory at bus speeds as opposed to over a frame time constant interface. 

Item 5 is minimized to close to zero by reading the current input video frame pointer immediately before the GPU 

reads the frame data.  

 

To support the underlying objectives of the FACE consortium, CoreAVI is using business and technical methods 

made mainstream by the FACE consortium to increase software reuse and safety evidence reuse. Some of those ef-

forts include: 

 

1. Separation of product interdependencies resulting in run-time extension linking 

2. Dynamic system configuration through standard interfaces 

3. Removal of porting layer code 

 

This results in CoreAVI being able to offer its GPU drivers along with a variety of add-on modules that work seamless-

ly within the confines of the FACE Technical Standard and the requirements of the Avionics industry. These add-on 

modules include:  

 

1. Video decompression (H.264, H.265, MPEG, etc.) 

2. Video compression 

3. A GPU safety monitoring system 

 

All of these add-ons meet the highest DAL of DO-178C. Previously, these add-on modules had to be added to stand-

ard packages through a linking process that required every address block to enable the driver, even if the functionality 

was not being used. A recent change to this family of add-on components, along with dynamic system configuration 

approach, has allowed CoreAVI to use the same binary objects in all configurations for a specific platform. By using 

the same binary, the safety certification artifacts are completely reusable. This approach also has the benefit of reduc-

ing test cases and test conditions, allowing our software development group to spend more time maturing the GPU 

driver. Testing concurrent data “race conditions” is simplified along with the testing of multiple run-time configuration 

mechanisms. Reduced test cases would not be possible without the foundation of a standardized API and standard-

ized and validated extensions as called out by the FACE Technical Standard. 
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CONCLUSION 
When an industry standardizes graphical processing APIs, it allows for providers of those APIs to mature their base 

software. With a mature software base, developers are freed up to solve related problems. In this case, solutions to 

the video latency problem were easily solvable by the GPU driver team, and while other solutions may exist, they are 

not optimal, portable, easily maintained, or reusable. While the solutions presented here are GPU driver-centric, they 

can be implemented for a wide range of COTS GPU hardware, allowing the application code to be fully portable and 

reusable between changes in the underlying hardware. 

 

GPUs present great opportunities to reduce size, weight, power, and cost for these systems. However, mismanage-

ment of GPU driver requirements through indiscriminately creating system application specific drivers can result in 

poor software maturity at both the driver and the application level. By building portable, reusable, and conformant 

GPU drivers CoreAVI has been able to focus its efforts on evolving the usability of GPUs within a safety critical envi-

ronment, including expanding the lessons learned in avionics to adjacent markets.  
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